Abstract: Historians of science have described various cases of disciplines influencing one another. Such exchanges across disciplinary boundaries often signal innovation, intellectual change, and breakthroughs. A satisfactory framework from which the historical phenomenon of epistemic transfer between disciplines can be studied systematically, however, has not yet been proposed. This essay intro-
duces the notion of “cognitive goods,” a tool of knowledge making that can be transferred across disciplinary boundaries. Cognitive goods include, for example, methods, concepts, and instruments. The essay proposes to study historical interactions between disciplines as instances of the “flow” of cognitive goods. The notion of cognitive goods may serve as a springboard for a systematic analysis of flows occurring throughout the history of the disciplines. Such an analysis could be instrumental for an integrated historiography of knowledge, including the humanities and the natural and social sciences.

How do crossovers between disciplines occur? In recent decades, numerous research fields have been formed that transcend the boundaries of traditional disciplines: nanoscience, digital humanities, and environmental studies are familiar examples, and many more are easily found. Indeed, cross-fertilization between disciplines is ubiquitous, and this has been so throughout history.

Historians of science have documented a vast number of cases of transfer between disciplines. The influx of physicists in molecular biology, the influence of modern historical thinking on geology, the use of the linguistic notion of grammar in computer science, and the dispersion of concepts such as entropy and energy from thermodynamics to other fields are cases that have been well researched, and others are equally familiar. Indeed, Rudolf Stichweh has argued that the modern system of scientific disciplines has been characterized not only by differentiation through specialization but also by interdisciplinarity. The latter, he believes, “depends on borrowing and transfers. One picks up a concept, theory or method that has proven itself in a different discipline, and tries to make it fruitful in one’s own by a gradual process of naturalization.” According to Stichweh, such transfers are fundamental to scholarly innovation.

Disciplines are often considered conservative forces because they shape the organization of education, careers, and funding. Yet that picture is due to a narrow understanding of their role: behind their static appearance, one quickly finds a rich variety of practices. The history of this variety is contingent, dynamic, and full of epistemic crossovers. In this essay, we develop a historiographical framework that may offer a more systematic study of the transfer between disciplines: we interpret such crossovers as “flows” of “cognitive goods.” The notion of cognitive goods

4 This is one of the main points of Julie Thompson Klein, Crossing Boundaries: Knowledge, Disciplinarities, and Interdisciplinarities (Charlottesville: Univ. Virginia Press, 1996).
aims to capture everything of relevance that moves between disciplines—including, for example, methods, concepts, and instruments.

Our proposal is motivated by the arrival of the "history of the humanities" as a recognizable field of study. Practitioners have noted repeatedly that epistemic transfer between scientific and humanistic disciplines has been frequent and reciprocal. What is lacking so far, however, is a methodological framework that allows for describing and understanding these knowledge transfers. For example, in his 2013 book *New History of the Humanities* Rens Bod describes, among other things, how formalisms such as context-free grammars and genealogical trees are transferred from humanistic disciplines (linguistics and philology, respectively) to scientific disciplines (computer science and biology, respectively), but no theory that allows for conceptualizing interactions and transfers between disciplines is provided. Jeroen van Dongen and Herman Paul’s edited volume from 2017 discusses the epistemic virtues of humility, persistence, and impartiality, which are transferred between the sciences and the humanities, but without arriving at a more general view as to the underlying processes that have been at work in these transfers. The current essay takes a next step and raises the question of whether we can come up with a general historiographical framework for describing interactions and transfers on a “mesoscopic” level, transcending the confines of discipline, location, and the short term. Such a framework should not only generalize over our own work but should also prove useful for others who are concerned with the relation between the meso level and the micro level in the history of science and the humanities.

### I. SOME EXAMPLES OF EPISTEMIC CROSSOVER

A few examples will help clarify the sorts, and the variety, of epistemic transfers we have in mind. We will focus explicitly on the period when discipline formation took off on a large scale for the first time—that is, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Although this period is commonly portrayed as the era of academic differentiation, the sciences and humanistic disciplines, such as physics and history, exhibited close ties in Germany throughout the nineteenth century. For example, the large-scale nineteenth-century projects of archive building and source collecting became the first templates for "big science" in their efforts at data harvesting. Furthermore, the virtues of exactitude and devotion to technique, which had been articulated as part of a philological ethos in the late eighteenth century, became exemplars in nineteenth-century natural scientific disciplines such as physics and chem-
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1 Academic conferences on the general history of the humanities have been organized since 2008, and there is now an edited book series ("The Making of the Humanities"). The journal *History of Humanities* has been published since 2016. This development has also resulted in the production of textbooks, and the field is being taught on a par with the history of science at several universities on different continents. The Society for the History of Humanities was founded in 2015 (www.historyofhumanities.org).


istry. Finally, historiography and physics shared a common veneration and preoccupation with the novel notion of the “fact.”

Such examples are of course not limited to the nineteenth century. Factor analysis is a statistical template for decomposing the variance-covariance matrix of a set of test items into a part that is due to a common factor (e.g., a psychological attribute) and a part that involves random error and specific variance (i.e., variance that is not shared among the items). It stems from the field of psychometrics and is commonly used in the analysis of test scores to assess the degree to which different items measure the same attribute. But after its application in psychometrics, factor analysis came to be used in a wide variety of disciplines such as geochemistry, ecology, astrophysics, and molecular biology.

The nineteenth-century scholar Vilfredo Pareto modeled economic equilibrium on the mechanical notion of equilibrium by using mathematically analogous notions of forces. While Pareto was initially skeptical about the use of concepts from physics in the emerging field of economics, he did not have to look far for inspiration: his own 1869 doctoral thesis in engineering was titled Principi fondamentali dell’equilibrio dei corpi solidi (“Fundamental Principles of Equilibrium in Solid Bodies”). Following Pareto, concepts and their related formulas began making the move from physics to economics. For example, in analyzing market dynamics, the nineteenth-century British economist William Stanley Jevons introduced an exchange equation that took precisely the same form as the law of the lever.

Until the second half of the nineteenth century, the word “structure” was used as a synonym for “building.” The few references to the term in scholarly discourse up to the middle of the nineteenth century convey this meaning: in publications about parts of the body such as hair or teeth, for example, the concept of structure was used to explicate how these are built. The chemist F. A. Kekulé (1829–1896), who actually trained briefly as an architect, saw that the term could be useful in chemistry. His use of the concept was innovative because, along with the spatial buildup of the chemical compound, it also referred to the stereographical projection of a more general regular pattern. Kekulé introduced the notion in his treatment of benzene, which consists of a ring of six atoms, with alternating single and double bonds; he used the concept of structure to capture both the symmetrical form of the ring (the basic structure) and the alternating relational patterns of the bonds in it. Molecules, such as benzene, could now be characterized not just according to the number of atoms of a particular type but also by the “structural” form of their connections.

---


These examples demonstrate that a broad and inclusive approach is needed to gain a proper understanding of the phenomenon of cross-disciplinary epistemic transfer. The examples reflect real diversity in what is transferred from one field of study to another: virtues, institutional practices, concepts, formalisms, methods, material objects, and metaphors. Transfer takes place in all directions: from the humanities and the social sciences to the natural sciences, from the life sciences to the humanities, and so on.

II. CURRENT HISTORIOGRAPHY AND THE PHENOMENON OF EPISTEMIC CROSSOVER

The literature on scientific disciplines is rich and deserving of attention. Timothy Lenoir has shown that disciplines are not monolithic structures but consist of a heterogeneous set of practices. The presence of an overarching disciplinary structure is, according to Lenoir, “crucial for organizing and stabilizing this heterogeneity. Silent but powerfully operating, discipline is what makes disunified science work.”14 Tony Becher has further pointed out that disciplines “may have significant features in common with component entities in other disciplines, and accordingly may have the potential to promote greater interdisciplinary understanding. The central theme, however, is that the existence of these elementary particles in the world of academe is deserving of consideration in its own right, and that their nature and characteristics are too important to be ignored in any serious study of disciplinary cultures.”15

Thomas Gieryn has called attention to the situated character of disciplinary boundaries. In his view these boundaries are never permanently fixed but are instead continuously negotiated during “boundary work.” Gieryn concludes that disciplinary boundaries are porous: that is, boundary work may involve boundary crossing. Even in a single field boundary complexes exist, and crossing the line “internally” may already involve complicated sets of interests, actions, and structures. This chimes with the trading zone concept introduced by Peter Galison to capture how physicists belonging to different research communities find ways of understanding and collaborating with each other.16 The trading zone is a place of interaction in which a hybrid community seeks ways to communicate, often through new forms of interlanguage. Trading zones can thus be the springboard for new institutional structures and new categories of knowledge.

Clearly, historians of science have already developed a number of concepts that can be used to study interaction. These concepts highlight that knowledge is shared: it continuously moves from person to person. In fact, its communication is part of its constitution.17 The aggregate result of all “microscopic” person-to-person interactions is knowledge that transgresses geographical, social, temporal, and disciplinary boundaries. This transfer process is what we would like to address on a larger scale—that is, at a “meso level” of analysis—in particular as it is found in cross-disciplinary traffic. We need a mesoscopic approach because, in the words of Daston and Galison, it involves “grappling with scales that reveal the spread of techniques across disciplinary and geographical lines and communities of technique bound together by working objects that

---

could circulate . . . even where more detailed strategies stopped at disciplinary or national lines.\textsuperscript{18}

Most of the research that focuses on the circulation of knowledge has addressed concrete interactions of past actors and the practices of which those interactions formed a part. While the scope of these studies has on occasion widened beyond the local, there has not been much effort to analyze the circulation of knowledge at a more abstract level that allows for conceptualizing wholesale mesoscopic interactions and transfers between disciplines in their full generality—as the diversity of our earlier examples illustrates.

We propose to fill this lacuna through the introduction of a novel tool for historiographical analysis: “cognitive goods.” This notion will assist us in seeing how disciplines innovate by sharing knowledge and enable us to track such motions through long periods of time; it is chiefly meant as an instrument for mesoscopic historiography. At the same time, it may also assist us in understanding moments when transfer does not happen, when conditions are such that construction and flow are obstructed.

Abstracting attempts in the history of science are often met with skepticism.\textsuperscript{19} In recent years, however, there have been various calls to strive again for a bigger picture or a grand narrative, as exemplified by the discussions on the relevance of Jo Guldi and David Armitage’s \textit{History Manifesto} for historiography of science in this journal in 2016 or by Frans van Lunteren’s suggestion of a machine-based periodization.\textsuperscript{20} Such proposals and discussions do remind us how difficult it is to make grand narratives work. Big-picture historiography involves generalization from more dense microhistories. This necessarily abstracts away from crucial forms of causal interaction, thereby risking distortion. The challenge is to introduce an additional level of analysis that captures the large-scale dynamics of science, while remaining connected to the microscopic complexity of the practice of science, in all its social, cultural, material, spatial, and cognitive dimensions.

III. COGNITIVE GOODS

So, then, we wish to introduce an inclusive concept that serves to capture what moves between disciplines: “cognitive goods.” Cognitive goods are the shared epistemic tools of knowledge-making disciplines that can be transferred across disciplinary boundaries. Examples of cognitive goods include methods, concepts, models, metaphors, formalisms, principles, modes of representation, argumentative and demonstrative techniques, technical instruments, institutional arrangements, and intellectual, theoretical, and epistemic virtues.

One of the examples offered earlier was the dispersion of methods from statistics to other fields; we also pointed to the transfer of the concepts of structure or equilibrium and the linguistic formalism of context-free grammar to different disciplines. Material cognitive goods can be considered as well: an instrument can turn out to be useful in multiple fields of study and thus migrate. The spectograph, for example, has played an important role in chemistry, physics, astronomy, and medicine. Integrated studies of the history of the sciences and the human-


\textsuperscript{20} Jo Guldi and David Armitage, \textit{The History Manifesto} (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2014); for the discussion of \textit{The History Manifesto} see \textit{Isis}, 2016, 107:309–357. For the suggestion of a machine-based periodization see Frans van Lunteren, “Clocks to Computers: A Machine-Based ‘Big Picture’ of the History of Modern Science,” \textit{ibid.}, pp. 762–776, for discussion of this proposal see the articles that follow in the same issue of \textit{Isis}. 
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ities, through a focus on epistemic virtues, or on principles and patterns, aim to capture the dynamics of scholarship on a larger scale and can be seen as examples of attempts at historiography through the prism of cognitive goods.21

The adjective “cognitive” is not intended to refer only to the realm of ideas, theories, and metaphors. Cognitive goods can also be of a material or socioinstitutional kind. That said, we are not so much interested in offering detailed classifications of types of cognitive goods. The advantage of using an umbrella term to refer to all things that can move from one discipline to another is that it can include goods that are hard to fit into one of the categories listed above. An example is the use of footnotes in historiography, which can be seen both as an argumentative practice and as a mode of representation.22 A strict classification of cognitive goods might unnecessarily hamper this flexibility.

Still, the term “cognitive goods” was deliberately chosen. The word “goods” was chosen not because of any evaluative concern but because we are interested in processes of transfer. Cognitive goods can move around: sometimes they are objects of negotiation and transaction; at other times they are shared or simply copied. The notion of “goods” connotes an economic perspective, from which it is natural to distinguish between phases of production, circulation, and consumption. The flow of cognitive goods is a form of circulation that occurs with the purpose of knowledge production.23 Our usage of the term “goods” should not be confused with the “goods of excellence” and “goods of efficiency” of the virtue ethicist Alasdair MacIntyre. These are conceived as epistemic goals—that is, as “good” things to strive for in a particular research context.24 Here, as said, we interpret the term “goods” in a neutral, nonevaluative way.

The adjective “cognitive” refers to the factors that do the explaining in historiography of science. We take our cue from Nancy Nersessian, who has argued that scientific practice can be explained with reference to cognitive factors. According to Nersessian, placing specific scientific practices “within the broader framework of human cognitive activities makes it possible to move beyond the specifics of the case to more general conclusions about the nature and function of the scientific practices.”25 Through cognitive strategies, goods aimed at acquiring knowledge are selected, transferred, and processed. Taken together, cognitive goods comprise the research practice of a group of historical actors.

Other authors who work on interdisciplinarity and epistemic transfer have made observations that are equally relevant to our point. For example, Antoine Lilti has argued that it is possible to analyze knowledge making while focusing on mental processes as practices. From this point of view, the effort here is not to document “the social conditions of intellectual activity”; rather, “modes of thinking migrating from one area of inquiry to another” become central and “intellectual processes that are too often assumed to be universal” are historicized. The advantage of a focus on mental processes, according to Lilti, is that “it brings together texts and mental tools that are usually studied by specialists working in different fields.” In the work of Lindley
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21 Van Dongen and Paul, eds., Epistemic Virtues in the Sciences and the Humanities (cit. n. 6). For an example of historiography that uses epistemic virtues and personae to cross disciplinary lines see Chaokang Tai and Jeroen van Dongen, “Anton Pannekoek’s Epistemic Virtues in Astronomy and Socialism: Personae and the Practice of Science,” BMGN – Low Countries Historical Review, 2016, 131:55–70. The principles and patterns approach is central in Bod, New History of the Humanities (cit. n. 6).


23 We are not proposing to take the analogy too far: we do not wish to include economic categories such as cost-benefit analysis, risk management, or supply-demand ratio to aid our analysis.

24 For a recent discussion of MacIntyre’s goods see Daniel J. Hicks and Thomas A. Stapleford, “The Virtues of Scientific Practice: MacIntyre, Virtue Ethics, and the Historiography of Science,” Isis, 2016, 107:449–472. For a similar use of “goods” see Herman Paul, “Sources of the Self: Scholarly Personae as Repertoires of Scholarly Selfhood,” BMGN, 2016, 131:135–154, which presents virtues as “goods” that have a regulative function in scholarly practice.

Darden, we find an exhaustive list of cognitive strategies that are used in the pursuit of knowledge—for example, reasoning by analogy, matching exemplars to type, moving from focusing on one level of organization to making use of representational models or systems, pattern matching, extrapolation, generalization, simplification, and so forth.26

The work of these authors suggests that the study of human cognition and the study of interdisciplinarity form a natural bond. We believe that cognitive strategies can be used as independent explanatory factors in the history of science.27 That is, their efficacy is not wholly dependent on contextual factors; they retain a degree of autonomy and as such are useful in large-scale historiography. While cognitive goods originate in a particular context, they can be transposed to others. We call this process “flow.” In order for flow to take place, cognitive goods need to be sufficiently autonomous, not inherently bound to a particular source. This grants them a degree of autonomy from the practices in which they are used. We need to assume, then, that it is possible to identify relatively stable building blocks of the epistemic structures that the sciences and humanities comprise.

To illustrate the idea further, let us look again at an analogy with chemistry. With a limited number of atoms, an abundant variety of molecular structures can be produced. Likewise, cognitive goods underlie the surface variety of disciplines and subdisciplines. As such, they can be used as categories that help to explain how and why epistemic structures function and develop.

For example, the arrival of the field of comparative linguistics in nineteenth-century Europe can be presented as a coming together of cognitive goods stemming from anatomy, philosophy, history, physics, and philology, as well as Romanticism.28 Other well-known examples of fusion of (parts of) two fields to constitute a new discipline are Auguste Comte’s social physics, Justus Liebig’s organic chemistry, Emile du Bois-Reymond’s physiology and physics, and Karl Pearson’s biophysics. As the late John Pickstone said: “Different sciences should be pulled together by finding deeper elements; and substantive analysis could give rise to substantive synthesis. The combinatorial possibilities here are enormous, and so is the historiographical power: with simple working knowledge as elements, we can analyze very complex situations.”29

---


27 Note that this constitutes an important difference between our approach and Latour’s actor-network theory, to which we are sympathetic in other respects but in which cognitive strategies are not taken as explanatory factors in historiography of science. See Bruno Latour, Science in Action: How to Follow Scientists and Engineers through Society (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1987), Rule of Method 7, p. 258.


29 John Pickstone, “From Structures and Tensions in Science to Configurational Histories of the Practices of Knowledge,” in Shifting Paradigms, ed. Blum et al. (cit. n. 19), pp. 265–284, on p. 276. Pickstone and other authors have suggested approaches that recognize a limited set of elements as forming a multitude of compounds. See the reticulational model in Larry Laudan, Science and Values: The Aims of Science and Their Role in Scientific Debate (Berkeley: Univ. California Press, 1984); idea systems in Olga Amsterdamska, Schools of Thought: The Development of Linguistics from Bopp to Saussure (Berlin: Springer, 1987); the “brick model” in Peter Galison, “History, Philosophy, and the Central Metaphor,” Science in Context, 1988, 2:197–212, and the five ways of knowing in Pickstone, Ways of Knowing: A New History of Science, Technology, and Medicine (Chicago: Univ. Chicago Press, 2000). These works are interesting and stimulating, but we feel that in each of these cases the set of elements picked out is too limited for our all-inclusive purposes.
To be sure, we do not make the ontological claim that disciplines are only a constellation of cognitive goods and the relations between them. Our proposal is aimed at historiography that aspires to address large-scale dynamics: cognitive goods are intended as tools that allow for mesoscopic historiography. As such, they can reveal historical patterns that otherwise are not straightforwardly captured.

Cognitive goods and cognitive strategies are of course always invoked in a particular context. That is, they are not identical in all contexts in which they appear. Indeed, cognitive goods adapt when moving from one disciplinary context to another. For example, the comparative method has taken different forms in anatomy, linguistics, literary studies, anthropology, and so forth. These forms include synchronic comparison, diachronic comparison, cross-comparison, parallel comparison, structural comparison, and functional comparison. Yet the key element of the meaning of the comparative method—namely, establishing similarities and differences through the application of some standard of comparison—remains the same. Hence the “comparative method” remains recognizable as a cognitive good even though changes in its application have taken place as its contexts varied. It is precisely the cross-disciplinary trajectory of flows that makes the constant and variable aspects of cognitive goods explicit.30

Our approach may remind the reader of Arthur Lovejoy’s notion of the “unit idea.” Lovejoy thought of unit ideas as building blocks that combine and recombine in differing historical contexts. However, there are two important differences between his notion of unit ideas and our notion of cognitive goods. First, Lovejoy supposed that unit ideas were unchangeable; change in science is brought about only through new constellations of unit ideas. In our framework, on the other hand, the building blocks may themselves undergo changes as they are transferred. For the same reason, cognitive goods should be distinguished from Bruno Latour’s “immutable mobiles”: we do not think of cognitive goods as completely “finished,” and hence immutable, before they are apt to move. On the contrary, in the course of flow changes may occur through processes of appropriation to the new disciplinary context.31 A further distinction from Lovejoy’s notion must also be made, as he focused only on “ideas” and did not include the much broader category that we have in mind.32 Furthermore, we certainly do not propose a return to a history of ideas that did not include the much broader category that we have in mind.33

The fear of a return to a “disembodied” history of ideas may be what holds most historians back from embarking on analysis at a cognitive level. In our view, this fear is unwarranted. First, we imagine the use of two complementary levels of description: thick micro description and a more analytical meso description. Second, including the cognitive in historical explanation should imply that one involves the social as well.34

32 We should also not forget that material objects help humans in executing their cognitive strategies—for example, to record, store, and transmit information, as an aide-memoire (computer, calculator), and to extend perception, as in the use of the telescope and the microscope. See Steven Mithen, “Human Evolution and the Cognitive Basis of Science,” in The Cognitive Basis of Science, ed. Peter Carruthers et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2002), pp. 23–40, esp. p. 24.
33 Compare Daston and Galison, “Objectivity and Its Critics” (cit. n. 18), p. 672, which addresses the same point while arguing for a mesoscopic analysis. They cite their own history of objectivity as an example: Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison, Objectivity (New York: Zone, 2007).
Jürgen Renn, for example, uses the notion of “mental models” to capture anthropomorphic cognitive structures.35 These shared models are part of the “knowledge economy” of a particular social constellation. Cognitive science tends to overlook this social aspect, according to Renn, as it does not focus on social processes. To study the history of the transmission of knowledge, Renn widened the interpretation of the concept of mental models to include their social dimension. Likewise, Ronald Giere uses the concept of “distributed cognition” to capture how the propagation of information takes place through “relational networks.” Since no person possesses all knowledge in a given field of study, the total cognition of a discipline is the sum of all the information that is being processed in the network. This resonates with the idea that disciplines have a cognitive identity that precedes specific theories or methods.36 These examples illustrate how historiography that addresses the cognitive may coalesce with the social in its reconstructions.

IV. FROM MICRO TO MESO AND BACK

The flow of a cognitive good from one field to another, like the concept of “entropy” that flowed from thermodynamics to information theory, does not take place on its own. The incorporation of a new cognitive good in a discipline rests on the concrete interactions of historical actors through various modes of appropriation. In order to gain a systematic understanding of the phenomenon of epistemic transfer, its study must be grounded in such detailed accounts. Historians of science have grown accustomed to accounting for the actions of historical actors in such a microscopic fashion. As Steven Shapin has famously argued, we should study “science as if it was produced by people with bodies, situated in time, space, culture, and society, and struggling for credibility and authority.”37 If, however, anything in such accounts moves, it moves slowly, because it is always closely tied to concrete interactions.

Our approach builds on such microhistorical explanation but wishes to do more. If we focus on micro interactions only, we run the risk of missing regularities that obtain at higher levels of abstraction. Scientific vocabularies and personae are examples of concepts that cannot be reduced to the local.38 The framework of cognitive goods prescribes a connection between micro-level description and more abstract meso-level analysis of past science. In the end, flows are of course the result of person-to-person interactions during a coffee break, a teaching session, conference discussions, and so forth. Were we to focus only on the many individual “small-scale” interactions, however, we might fail to capture the eventual flow of the cognitive good and its incorporation in the mainstream of the receiving discipline (see the representations in Figures 1 and 2).

Flows of cognitive goods reveal themselves thanks to the scale of analysis chosen: they are grounded in the collective epistemic endeavor of the many, not reducible to the historical agency of a few individual actors. This is the scale of mesoscopic historiography. At this level, one sees beyond the usual disciplinary or geographical boundaries that can confuse historiog-

37 Steven Shapin, Never Pure: Historical Studies of Science as if It Was Produced by People with Bodies, Situated in Time, Space, Culture, and Society, and Struggling for Credibility and Authority (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 2010).
raphy that focuses on the local. Although the geographical or the temporal scale of the meso level of analysis has never been immediately “real” for any single historical actor, this scale is part of history too, even if it is revealed by historians only when using their analytical toolkit. On this scale, patterns in the history of knowledge-making disciplines that enhance our understanding of the past can be identified.

At the elementary, atomic level, one may fail to note “relaxation” or “equilibration” processes, as these are not explained by local interactions. Indeed, substantial cross-disciplinary traffic may simply be missed if we do not include a meso level of analysis. Focusing on the meso level is a matter of choice of scale, and this choice depends on what type of dynamics one wishes to investigate. Here, using the cognitive goods perspective should help. Yet one can still zoom in on concrete particulars; the microscopic will always be needed to get at the underlying mechanisms of the process of flow.

V. PROSPECTS

The proposal outlined here promises two new kinds of perspective: the construction of a dynamic network of historical flows and the introduction of a comparative level of analysis.

A Network of “Flows”

Focusing on the flows of cognitive goods offers a natural way to probe interconnections between the sciences and the humanities, buttressing the notion that the sciences and the hu-
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39 See also Tucker, “Objectivity, Collective Sight, and Scientific Personae” (cit. n. 18).
40 The meso level can also be revealed by the study of primary sources such as the contents of textbooks, citation patterns, conference themes, funding policies, and so forth.
Manities form an interconnected whole. Probing the connections between disciplines by describing them in terms of the flow of cognitive goods should make the connected nature of that system visible.

Indeed, it is fascinating to imagine all disciplinary and interdisciplinary relations in one overview, as a “flowchart.” The flow of cognitive goods and the meso level of description offer a revealing perspective on how the system of disciplines has evolved over time and add to our understanding of disciplinary identities and processes of specialization and integration.

Our first results following this approach have reinforced the idea of a single interconnected, dynamic supradisciplinary system. For example, by focusing on the cognitive good of the “fact” in the German context, we have been able to see how, from its origins in eighteenth-century theology, it gradually found a place in the study of both history and physics. Many interrelations between the latter two fields *in statu nascendi* can be witnessed in the course of this process. Another example is equally illustrative of the fruitfulness of the cognitive goods approach: in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the method of the questionnaire, which stemmed from the social sciences, was taken up in linguistics. The introduction of this method to linguistics brought benefits but also problems, such as how to select a representative set of participants or how to formulate a set of neutral questions. Another example: the architectural notion of structure we discussed in Section I found its way not only into chemistry but also to other fields: to literary studies and linguistics and from there on to the social sciences. All this illustrates that the full range of disciplines—humanities, natural sciences, social sciences, computational sciences, life sciences, and more—is involved in the epistemic crossover of cognitive goods.

---

To visualize the historical dynamics of the disciplinary system and its “flows,” one might turn to network science. In multilayered dynamic networks nodes can represent a variety of entities, such as people, locations, tasks, or resources.\(^{45}\) If we can construct such a network from a catalogue of “flows” we can start to ask a new set of questions. What are the central nodes in a research network and how do these develop through history? Do these nodes represent the “frontier” of research in a given period of time? What kinds of network typically arise and what does that tell us about the kind of information flow that takes place? Do flow patterns reflect a contemporary hierarchy of knowledge in a given period? How far into the past can we probe flow trajectories and what can this tell us about the origins of particular cognitive goods?

**Comparative Analysis**

Our understanding of epistemic crossover between various domains of knowledge will be greatly aided by the comparison of individual cases of flow. Comparative questions one can address include: Why do disciplines borrow from one another and why do different fields of study share their cognitive goods? Does it matter what kind of cognitive good? When is a flow successful? Could we quantify success?

The relative context independence of human mental faculties plays an important role in the apparently easy transfer of some cognitive goods. As humans apply similar strategies of research in different places and at different times, a particular cognitive good may find itself in a relevant role in more than one field of study. We would like to know how conditions, such as a shared object of study or a similarity of vocabulary, shape particular cases of transfer and similitude; whether particular combinations of such conditions may play a role or are perhaps even required; and whether we can infer typical regularities from such cases.

To gain systematic insight into both the role of the conditions required for flow and the factors determining the success of such a flow requires empirical comparison of a multitude of particular cases. Assessment should not focus only on whether the integration of a particular cognitive good succeeds but also on the question of whether migrated cognitive goods produce scholarly innovation and meet the ends for which they were selected. A comparison of successful cases with unsuccessful cases might be particularly useful, because failed cases could indicate what factors were lacking in a particular situation.

Comparative historiography is sometimes criticized for assuming similarities between historical contexts that simply may not be there or for forcing the past into predetermined categories.\(^{46}\) We agree that the identification of specific cognitive goods needs to be appropriate to specific contexts. However, cognitive goods retain a degree of independence from these contexts, implying that a degree of similarity before and after flow can remain. This is a consequence and advantage of looking at the meso level, which remains nonetheless anchored in the local and microscopic once you move in closer.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

When we view the concrete dynamics and a comparative level of analysis of the past as complementary instead of contrary, then the door is opened to an enrichment of historiography, including the discovery of interesting (and possibly unexpected) similarities and differences be-

---


between distinct times and places. This perspective may lay bare relations between disciplines that would otherwise remain hidden from view and, as a consequence, lead to new ways of understanding change and innovation in both the sciences and the humanities. By describing the phenomenon of epistemic transfer as a flow of cognitive goods, we capture a history in which moments of innovation and change are made directly visible. This enables us to compare and systematically analyze such moments, in order to ask new questions about the dynamics of disciplines.

We thus argue for an inclusive historiography of knowledge, which prima facie includes all knowledge-making disciplines and which takes the interaction between the natural sciences, the social sciences, and the humanities in all directions into account; cognitive goods are a concrete means to that end. Such a historiography of knowledge can significantly change our view of the nature of disciplines, unpack the complexity of the phenomenon of specialization, lay bare relations between disciplines that otherwise would remain hidden, and, as a consequence, lead to new ways of understanding change and innovation.

---